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Your Ultimate Slow Cooker Vegan Recipe CookbookRead this vegan cookbook now on your PC,

mac, smart phone, tablet, kindle device or paperback. FREE GIFT INCLUDED INSIDEUsing a slow

cooker is considered among the healthiest forms of cooking, and one of the most convenient. It

cooks the food at extremely low heat, retaining most of the nutrition. It retains the best flavors and

aroma of the food, ensuring that you are always feel like heaven when you are in the kitchen and at

the dining table. Would you like to enjoy:Vegan Slow Cooker Pumpkin PieSlow Cooker Quinoa

CasseroleSweet Potatoes and Chickpea ChilliMediterranean StewChinese Barbecued Tofu and

Vegetables No matter which vegan cookbook you choose, I would be glad to have you healthy and

save the environment by adopting vegan recipes into your diet plan. It is indeed possible to have a

healthy vegan diet plan without losing chocolate in your life.Tags: vegan slow cooker, cookbook,

crockpot, recipes, diet, diet plan, dessertsScroll up and grab a copy today.
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Oh my gosh! Thank you so very much for this amazing book! I was just looking for a good vegan

recipe book that had a variety of menu items that my family would like as I am just starting my

vegan journey and my family is being so supportive! I especially love that I can prep all of these

recipes in the morning in the crockpot and leave it all day and voila - dinner is ready that night! (and

I love that it's not just dinner recipesÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦ I'm excited to use my crockpot to make vegan

breakfasts, snacks, drinks, dips & deserts! So many wonderful recipes and since I'm not really a

cookÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦ These all look so easy that even I can make them!! Seriously all the recipes

look amazing! I was wondering what in the World I was going to be able to make in my crockpot that

was vegan besides vegetable soup or beans soup and now I have so many delicious recipes to try I

can't wait to get started thanks so much!

This is a really nice collection of Vegan Slow cooker recipes! These are quick, easy to follow recipes

that use normal ingredients you probably already have in your cupboard/fridge. One of my biggest

complaints with many vegetarian and vegan cookbooks is that they often call for weird ingredients

and i have to run to the store and purchase a bunch of different things just to try one recipe. While

browsing the recipes in this cookbook i came across a few ingredients that i don't have, but for the

most part they are common items that can be purchased at a regular grocery store. These are very

easy to follow, nothing too complicated. It's really hard to find good vegan/vegetarian slower cooker

recipes so i really enjoyed this cookbook. It has slow cooker recipes for breakfast, lunch and dinner

main courses. It also has a few dishes, beverages and dessert!The only complaint i have is that

there are no pictures to accompany the recipes. i really like a visual of how the recipe will look. i

tend to choose recipe to make based on how good they look in the pictures. So not having any

pictures is the only reason i gave the book 4 stars instead of 5.i received this item for free/reduced

in exchange for my honest review. i was not compensated. My opinions are my own.

I have a slow cooker from which I make a lot of my meals. My friend is vegan so now I can make

great meals for the two of us. It's great now having some ideas to make for her when she is here

during dinner.

You won't be sorry if you buy this one! Not only does this book contain simple, delicious, and

nutritious, 100% vegan recipes, but it is also put together extremely well. The arrangement of the

ingredients and instructions on each page makes each recipe easy to follow. All recipes are limited

to one page, and instructions in the right. I've made many recipes from this book, and every single



one has been delicious. Main dishes, side dishes, and more. I am completely impressed with this

book, and I highly recommend it. I purchased this product at a discounted price in exchange for a

honest unbiased review.

I have been wanting to do vegan slow cooking mealsand I just got a slow cooker so now I can!great

recipes and easy to make.great book!

Another winner by Sam! I love the rich variety of these practical, easy Vegan recipes. What a great

timesaver!

This book has a nice variety of vegan slow cooker recipes to choose from. I would definitely

recommend getting it.

I have been a Vegan for a little over 2 years. I have had to lead a much healthier lifestyle since I

suffer from Fibromyalgia, Lupus, and chronic pain. My doctor suggested. I start eating all natural

and organic products, and putting more vegetables and fruit in my diet. This has worked wonders. I

am always looking for cookbooks on  that have Vegan and Vegetarian recipes.I chose this one

because it had slow cooker recipes. I like the fact that you can put all the ingredients in the slow

cooker, and go about your daily activities. And when your ready, the foods ready. The book is

divided in sections, and the recipes are easy to understand and follow. It has a lot of choices that

are pretty easy to prepare. And the book contains times and yields of the recipe you are doing. I

really like the Hummus recipes. But I think my favorite sections are the drinks and dessert.

Everybody loves sweets.I didn't like the fact that there are no pictures in the e-book. I usually like to

visually see something that I am cooking. It gives me an idea of what the dish would look like. I tried

a new recipe every day last week, and everything has tasted pretty awesome. I am now reading

another book by the author. I was given this product for free or at a reduced price for my honest and

truthful unbiased review. All opinions are my own. I am a consumer. I personally buy and use every

product I review.
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